Check Your Understanding of Chapter 6 *Murder in Montauk*

1. The most important thing that happens in this chapter is:
   a. Charlie learns how David died
   b. Charlie walks along the beach
   c. Charlie wonders why David was in Montauk
   d. Charlie decides David was murdered

2. Charlie thinks David was murdered:
   a. because of his journalistic sixth sense
   b. because the suicide note was not signed
   c. because pills and alcohol don’t always mean suicide
   d. because his brother may have been involved in drugs, gambling, or the CIA

3. Think about Charlie’s walk on the beach. Describe what you think he smelled? What did he feel?

4. Based on TV programs or movies you’ve seen or books you’ve read, what do you know about suicide notes?

5. If you were Charlie/Andy, what question would you ask O’Rourke about the case and why?

6. Do you think O’Rourke has any idea who Andy really is? Why or why not? Use the text to answer this question.